ABSTRACT

Channel relationships have been an important area of research. Channel members must manage channel effectively to get their business goals. In the relationships of agent-dealer, members' interaction is an important factor to keep their business ongoing in the motor industry. The marketing strategies were made by each other, and the decision process could affect other business strategies and the dealer's benefit. The result could even affect dealers' performance. The purpose of the study was to explore the impact of influence strategies used by agents on dealers' satisfaction and the effect of dealers' satisfaction on their performance. The samples were limited to motor dealers in Taiwan. The results were found as follows: (1) Dealers got less economic and social satisfaction when agents used more coercive strategies; (2) Dealers got more economic satisfaction when agents used more promise strategies; (3) Dealers got more economic and social satisfaction when agents used more noncoercive strategies; (4) Dealers got higher performance when they had more social satisfaction on agents.


